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WHERE?

All are wondering in what pigeon hole or tangle of red tape the official protest box has been lost. Some time ago, after many complaints and suggestions, the Institute Committee at last decided that the present protest box was wrong and that official boxes should be placed in every building. Drawings were made of these boxes and, if I understand them correctly, suggestions were made to the Faculty.

Nothing has been heard of the boxes by the Bursar who has charge of protests. Some time ago, after many complaints and suggestions, the Institute Committee at last decided that the present protest box was wrong and that official boxes should be placed in every building. Drawings were made of these boxes and, if I understand them correctly, suggestions were made to the Faculty.

RESOLUTIONS.

Whereas, It has seemed just to His Infinite Might, Almighty God, to humbly Waite Withoat Doxx From our midas, he is.

Resolved, That the class of 1911, being evens to the Institute Committee for protest shop and construction. The Institute Committee believes that the protest box should be made to the Faculty.

With the necessary provision for spring games, meets, dinner, and meetings, these boxes are necessary. Where are these boxes?

ADVERSITY DEVELOPS.

(Continued from page 1.)

saying that every man who can be useful to his own home cannot be useful to the outside world, and that the responsibility of the whole community is directly influenced by every home in it. A man's second duty is to his community and the citizens are directly responsible when the wrong man gets into office.

"The principles underlying business and professions," said Mr. Jessup, "are identical. An honest man cannot be bought. The trouble nowadays is that men are too eager to follow the Golden Rule rather than the Golden Rule. The policies work for himself first and for his own advantage afterwards if it pays. The straitlines work for his country first, last, and always. We must have responsible men in politics, in state and national government. Most of us fall down at the present by not marching out worth-while men.

"Neutrality is the cause of craft, and the bigger the cent of national grievances. Let us all have heart to form convulsions with lightning to citizenship, and then to hold to them in the face of all opposition. Let us have the grace to exalt manhood, to dignify character, that there may be something to outline us and go through the ages, developing force and potential power."

AERIAL BLANKET INVESTIGATED.

Important Thesis by Howe. Purified Water Among other biology subjects.

Among the theses of the department of biology, one of the most interesting is E. C. Howe's consisting of investigations of the "aerial blanket" and its relation to the hygiene of heating and ventilation. In connection with this work, Howe has invented a portable apparatus for determining the carbonic acid in air and he is in the act of perfecting the mechanical details of the apparatus he has made for the purpose of measuring the composition of the aerial blanket under various conditions. Another important investigation in being carried on by Booth MacVittie (A. R. Harvard 1907), who is making a statistical investigation of the effect of purified water upon the digestive from various diseases.

L. T. Walker has for his subject an investigation in pure science of the phenomena of variation as observed in two strains of phenotypically identical and identical, and J. Tully is engaged in a search for the bacterial ferments of cellulose.

PRACTICAL LECTURE IN COURSE VI.

Mr. A. S. Hiran, composer of the Stone and Webster Corporation recently delivered a lecture to the tech students on "The Philosophy of Accounting and the Relation of the Accounting Department with the Engineering Department." This is one of a series of lectures delivered by practical professors of the course on Electric Light and Transportation of Power. Prof. Jackson spoke briefly of the relation between these departments to the engineering department. The lecture was of interest to those engineers in and adjacent to the Chicago Telephone Company. Professor Jackson is also making plans for the appointment of the telegraph corporation in the state of Massachusetts.
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